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Time decay to adapt and speedily
streaming algorithms for real-time
detection of distributed flooding

attacks

Hsin-Chang Lin2,3, Guanling Lee2,4

Abstract. Network security has become a serious problem. It is getting more and more
difficult to find an efficient way of DDoS attacks detection and prevention under the limit of
computer’s counting of the flows. This paper proposes an efficient data streaming algorithm for
real-time and robustly time decay to detect the flooding attacks activity in large networks. The
main idea is using a hash-based synopsis data structure while filtering network data streams. This
structure can guarantee small space and offer an efficient track as well as accurate synopses. Also,
it presents an algorithm for time decay to count the number of potentially malicious connections
or packets from the network streams, which focuses on counting the distinct destination as well as
source IP by distinguishing different connection types.

Key words. Time decay, DDOS attack, flooding attack, attacks detection, counting bloom
filter..

1. Introduction

1.1. Security in network

There have been many security events in networks that have caught people’s at-
tention. Denial of Service (DoS) flooding attacks, which is able to deny users from
accessing a specific network resource, have been widely known since the early 1980s.
The Computer Incident Advisory Capability (CIAC) reported the first Distributed
DoS (DDoS) attack in 1999. As a result, most of the DoS attacks have become
distributed in nature, and thus turning to a vital threat to internet security. Fol-
lowed by is the outbreak of the Code Red worm in July 2001 and The Slammer in
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January 2003 which infected more than 90% of computers in the Internet within 10
minutes. Ponemon Institute [9] reported that in 2013, the average cyber attack cost
an organization $11.6 million, 26 percent more than in 2012.

1.2. DoS attacks

DoS is a typical network attack when too many concurrent requests overload
the system. Without hacking password files or stealing sensitive data, DoS attacks
create network congestion by generating a large volume of traffic and causing servers
overload in the area of the targeting system. The common way to deliver DoS attack
is to disrupt a legitimate user’s connectivity by exhausting bandwidth or service
resource as well. Anyway, once the attack comes into force, the server can no longer
respond to the requests of authorized users. Moreover, not just web servers but
also every system connected to internet providing IP network services, such as FTP
servers or Mail servers, are also susceptible to DoS attacks. Well-known DoS attacks
are the SYN Flood, Teardrop, Smurf, Ping of Death, Land, Black Holes, and the
Misdirection.

1.3. DDoS flooding attacks

DDoS flooding attacks is different from ordinary DoS attacks in terms of the
number of participants. DDoS attacks involves in an overwhelming amount of attack
packets from lots of different sources. Moreover, DDoS attacks direct at one or more
targets, such as end-users, web servers, and even entire networks at the same time.
The distributed nature of DDoS attacks and the spoofed IP they use to hide their
true identity make the attacks extremely difficult to combat and traceback.

Therefore, it is necessary to develop a comprehensive adaptive DDoS defence
mechanism which is able to detect appropriately before, during and after the at-
tack. At the [9] reports massive DDoS attacks disable internet access throughout
Liberia by hitting the managed DNS provider Dyn on October 21, 2016. The attacks
exceeded 500 Gbps.

1.4. Network attacks detection

Current network technology has yet to develop a proper and efficient way to
detect and distinguish all DDoS attacks. The paper [12] mentions some challenges
in detecting DDoS attacks: (1) large data size, continual data streams and high
dimensionality, (2) temporal nature of the data, (3) skewed class distribution, and
(4) distributed intrusion detection.

The former Real-time detection techniques which monitor traffic patterns for spe-
cific source/destination addresses are impossible to scale when it comes to flooding
attacks. Because the set of potential addresses can increase sharply for just a single
router in the ISP’s backbone or large computer-center, it is infeasible to maintain
per-address state smoothly. The detection tech must be able to automatically detect
and intercept attacks at incredible high speed and allow large amount of information
travelling in complex networks at the same time.
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1.5. Paper structure

This paper presents an implementation of a cost-effective method with sliding
window for CBF which called SWCBF to detect adaptively and send alerts precisely.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we discuss back-
ground knowledge and related works. Section 3 describes the main ideas and system
structure. The experiment results and analysis of it are discussed in Section 4. And
finally, Section 5 concludes this work.

2. Background and related works

The Internet Protocol (IP) is the network layer protocol of the Internet meant to
provide connectionless packet delivery service, however, the service is not reliable,
because the delivery of datagram is not guaranteed. Datagram may be lost, dupli-
cated, delayed, or delivered out of order. IP provides a best-effort delivery, packets
are not discarded unless resources are exhausted or underlying networks fail.

Fig. 1. Three-way handshake.

The Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) helps to ensure reliable applications
and services. TCP resides between IP and the application layer. It provides a
reliable, connection-oriented data stream delivery service.

Fig. 1 show the TCP three-way handshake provides some security against spoof
connections. However, it is not perfect. In the three-way handshake process, se-
quence numbers and acknowledgement numbers are similarly exchanged. The se-
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quence number prediction may allow spoofing, and SYN floods can be used to cause
a DoS attack on the machine.

A TCP session is established, which allows the client and the server to synchronize
the connection and agree upon the initial sequence numbers. The connection remains
open until either the client or the host issues a FIN or RST packet, or the connection
times out.

2.1. DoS/ DDoS attacks classification

Network DoS attacks come in many forms. An attacker can either block traffic
from clients or flood the server. The public nature of the internet makes it particu-
larly vulnerable to DoS attacks. While DDoS attacks typically involve coopting the
services of many other machines to participate in the attack, a Botnet.

Some specific and particularly popular and dangerous types of DoS/ DDoS at-
tacks include [5]:

• UDP Attacks: A UDP Attack packet is sent to a random port on the victim
system. If the system find out there is no application waiting on the port, it will
generate an ICMP packet of destination unreachable to the forged source IP.
The common UDP attack takes advantage of the large number of forged UDP
packets to cause a great exhaust of the victim system’s CPU time, memory,
and bandwidth, and eventually break down the system.

• UDP Attacks: ICMP Attack (Smurf Attack or Ping Attack)[6]. ICMP is
a connectionless protocol for IP operations, diagnostics, and errors. ICMP
Flood is a large number of ICMP packets which can overwhelm a target server
when it attempts to process each incoming ICMP request, and result in a
denial-of-service condition.

• TCP Flood Attacks: TCP attack vectors are varied as following: SYN
Flood, ACK Flood, SYN+ACK Flood, etc. TCP SYN Flooding is the most
commonly used attack with more than 90% of the DoS attacks using it [1].
Some SYN flood mitigation paths open the door for other TCP-based attack
vectors. The TCP/IP protocol suite (IPv4) does not readily provide mecha-
nisms to insure the integrity of packet attributes when packets are generated or
during end-to-end transmission. A malicious host can exploit the small size of
the listen queue by sending multiple SYN requests to a host, but never replying
to the SYN+ACK sent back by the other host. By doing so, the other host’s
listen queue is quickly filled up, and it will stop accepting new connections,
until a partially opened connection in the queue is completed or times out.

2.2. Detecting and preventing DDoS attacks

As Fig. 2, once DDoS attacks are detected, the only measure we can take is
shutting down the connection between the victim and the internet immediately until
the problem is solved. Since the DDoS attacks are extremely aggressive and can
consume a large quantity of resource during its’ delivery way, researchers are eager
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to find out a energy-saving way to detect the attacks, stop them as near as possible
to the resource, and ultimately, minimize the final damage.

In Fig. 2, it is relatively easier to detect the attack near the victim side rather than
the attacker side. However, it is obviously better for the monitor system to discover
it near the source of the attacks so as to respond to the attack in time. Consequently,
researchers have to make a trade-off between accuracy of the detection and how close
to the source the position is.

Fig. 2. A DDoS attack.

One way to count DDoS attacks is implementing number prevention techniques.
These practices include, but are not limited to strict packet filtering, disabling dam-
aged network services, IP address changing, and regular updating of software.

Generally, DDoS attacks defence mechanisms can be divided into two, i.e. the
defence mechanisms against network/transport-level DDoS attacks, and the one
against application-level DDoS attacks. The former [25] solution of defence for
network/transport-level can be classified into 4 types: source-based, destination-
based, network-based, and hybrid; and the defence for application-level is divided
into destination-based, and hybrid based on their deployment location.

2.3. Network detection architecture

[27] classifies the various detection mechanisms for flooding attacks. Almost all
intrusion detection tools follow passive scanning techniques. The main two benefits
of passive scanning techniques is the low sensitivity in network environment and a
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significantly lighter touch on the network. Compared to the Inline Network Pro-
tection (or Active Network Detection), Passive Network Detection provides network
administrators with more accurate, prompt, immediate information the instant a
system forms and starts working. That is to say, passive scanner is expert in moni-
toring existing traffic, and thus be able to identify the presence of firewalls, routers,
and switches performing NAT, and ultimately characterize the hosts behind them.

2.4. To detect DDoS

In section 2.3, we know that there’s definitely some ways to prevent DDoS attacks,
including filtering, disabling unused services or setting up network devices in a better
way. However, it is a pity that certain attack such as TCP flooding attacks cannot
use this way to be completely prevented on the internet, since the TCP flooding
attacks consist of internet service protocol which embeds defect mostly. That is to
say the IP-spoof made tracing back IP sources impossible.

At present, there are two principal methods for detecting DDoS attacks:

• Signature-based detection: Signature detection [16], [20] and [4], [14], [16]
search network traffic for a series of bytes or packet sequences defined to be
malicious, which means that, the system is unable to identify unknown attacks.
Therefore, the system requires signature for every attack, and as the rule set
grows, the engine performance slows down inevitably.

• Anomaly-based detection: The method observes possible malicious pat-
terns against detecting models. Once a pattern is considered malicious, the
security violation is declared immediately. However, how to identify network
anomaly in a efficient and accurate way remains a challenging task, consid-
ering the ever increasing volumes of network traffic and complexity of usage
models. Although sometimes it may prone to false positive, the prominent
advantage still makes it irreplaceable. Anomaly detection has a main advan-
tage over signature-based engines in that a new attack can be detected if it
falls out of the normal patterns even if the signature doesn’t exist. Articles
such as [17], [23] provide much more concept about the pros and cons worthy
of attention.

Operating with a time-saving and space-saving way, [10] suggested that DoS
detection algorithms can guarantee administrator a real time data streaming method.
In this paper other two ways of algorithms are given for identifying larger flows-
sample and hold and multistage filters, which greatly decrease the memory by taking
a constant number of memory references per packet. [26] had proposed a simple
way of detecting SYN flooding attack.. Unlike ordinary detection mechanism, they
directly detect at leaf routers that connect to hosts end. Based on the protocol
behaviour of TCP SYN–FIN pairs, an instance of the Sequential Change Point
Detection, the detection is able to immune to flooding attacks on its own.. However,
their algorithms must be run on first- or last-mile individual routers, and cannot be
used to detect signs of distributed attacks in large networks. Scalability problem
also bother a lot in [11], [24] because they require a certain amount of memory to
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be distribute for each source-destination pair, each source [11], or each flow [24].
[8], [15], [19] presented how to use the Counting Bloom filter to monitor network
packet and detect the network attacks.

Most of the networking detection chooses SYN and SYN+ACK pair packets
[18], [21] to monitor possible attack in network. However, we found out that RST
flag packet is another important attack signal (EX. FIN Scan, Xmas Scan, ACK
Scan, etc).

3. Bitmap distinct count

3.1. Bloom filter and counting bloom filter

Counting the number of distinct networking packet types in network stream has
always been a challenging work. Compared to flow-based counters, the bitmap
counters have two key properties: 1) low memory usage and 2) provable tradeoffs
of memory and accuracy. Bloom filter, a multi-hash function table composed with
bitmap-based. A Bloom filter is a simple space-efficient randomized data structure
allowing a set of arrays to support membership queries. [2] gives a research on several
topics about Bloom filter, including ways to use it, and a unified practical framework
for a further understanding of the possible advantages in future applications.

In [2], we briefly a bloom filter represents a set S of m elements from a universe U
using an array of n bits, denoted by B[1], · · · , B[n], initially all set to 0. The filter
uses a group H of k independent hash functions h1, · · · , hk with range {1, · · · , n}
that independently map each element in the universe to a random number uniformly
over the range. For each element x ∈ S, the bits B[hi(x)] are set to 1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ k.
To answer a query of the form "Is the element y ∈ S ?", we check whether all hi(y)
are set to 1. If not, y is not a member of S. If all hi(y) are set to 1, it is assumed
that y ∈ S, and hence a bloom filter may yield a false positive.

The probability of a false positive for an element not in the set is easily derived.
If p is the fraction of ones in the filter, it is simply pk. A standard combinatorial
argument gives that p is concentrated around its expectation (1).(

1− (1− 1/n)
mk

)
≈

(
1− e−km/n

)
. (1)

These expressions are minimized when (2), giving a false positive probability f
of f ≈ (1/2)k ≈ (0.6185)n/m. In practice, k must be an integer, and both n/m
(the number of bits per set element) and k should be thought of as constants. For
example, when n/m = 10 and k = 7 the false positive probability is just over 0.008.

k = ln2 · (n/m) . (2)

3.2. Counting bloom filter (CBF)

A counting bloom filter (CBF) uses an array of n counters instead of bits. The
counters track the number of elements currently hashed to that location [13]. Dele-
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tions can now be safely done by decrementing the relevant counters. In this paper
used the CBF as Fig. 3, to monitor network packet and detect the network attacks.
Unlike the original Bloom filter, the CBF locates each entry on a small counter
rather than a single bit. When an item is inserted, the corresponding counters are
incremented; when an item is deleted, the corresponding counters are decremented.

Fig. 3. CBF to count network packet.

In the count structure, each flow update can be abstracted as a triple of the form
(src, dest, ±1) where: (1) (src, dest) is a source-destination IP address pair, indicat-
ing a flow connection between source and destination. (2) In CBF counter, (src, ±1)
and (dest, ±1) indicate the net flow change during the updating process. For exam-
ple, the SYN packet from source to destination appears with (src, +1) and (dest,
+1) in the flow-update stream, and the corresponding ACK packet would appear as
(src, –1) and (dest, –1) when successfully connected. (3) When the unwanted query
value reaches a threshold set to, a possible malicious flow is recognized as to (src,
–n) and (dest, –n).

In CBF packet monitor system, its algorithm as Fig. 4 and this implemented as
follows:

1. CBFadd: Adds a specified element into the specified CBF, it corresponds to
the (src, +1) and (dest, +1) operation when a SYN or RST packet arrives.

2. CBFdecrease: Decreases a specified element from the specified CBF, it cor-
responds to the (src, –1) and (dest, –1) operation when a SYN+ACK pair
packet arrives.

3. CBFelementQuery: Queries whether a specified element is a member of the
set represented by the specified CBF.

4. CBFmultiplicityQuery: Queries the multiplicity of a specified element in
the multi-set represented by the specified CBF.
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Fig. 4. A CBF packet monitor algorithm.

5. CBF2zero: Sets a specified reached threshold (n) element from the specified
CBF to zero, it corresponds to the (src, –n) or (dest, –n) operation when a
SYN or RST packet arrives.

3.3. Sliding windows counting bloom filter (SWCBF)

Most counter papers such as [15] and [25], timeline isn’t considered when counting
data stream. However, attack monitored 24 hours apart is actually meaningless in
network detection, especially for DDoS attacks. Dos attacks happen only when a
large amount of malicious flows shows up in a short time. That’s why we should
keep the time record and clean up the out-of-date data.

Internet data stream are generated continually, making it infeasible to analysis
a stream immediately and thoroughly. The best solution is to set a sliding window
which is able to maintain the recently arrived data and eliminate the old data outside
the sliding window. Only malicious connecting data reserved in the sliding window
would be counted, and once those data surpass the threshold, an alarm is sent. After
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the alarm, the system reset the data and starts a new counting. As the contents of
the sliding windows evolve as time goes by, users can receive updated answers.

In CBF packet monitor system, the implemented sliding window CBF which
called SWCBF as Fig. 5, it presents our pseudo code for this algorithm.

Fig. 5. Pseudo code for SWCBF.

The challenges of the SWCBF system include, amongst others: (1) how to choose
the SWCBF bucket size, (2) hash number, (3) how to pick the network packet data,
and (4) how to set the sliding window times. [10] told us that 4 bits per counter for
each bucket in CBF should suffice for most network applications to avoid counter
overflow. Its probability of overflow is no more than 1.37m · 10−15. But, in real
network monitor, the system found the network attack has the same character as
similar large packets, which often make 4 bit counter overflow, as showed as in Fig. 9.
Therefore, the system adjusted to 8 bits per counter for each bucket in SWCBF.

In this SWCBF system, the m is the number element of the network addressed
set that is 256 ∗ 256 ∗ 256 ∗ 256, n is the number of counter which in our case is
2048/8 = 256. The number of hash functions, k is chosen according to (2) [13] and
the trade-off between the memory cost and false positive. In the case, it had been
set to 10.

4. Implementation and experiment

4.1. SWCBF system for DDoS detection

Fig. 6 presents our system which can monitor the architecture for all network
packets at the router as shown in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 6. Architecture for CBF packet monitor.

Fig. 7. The raw connection data for SWCBF system.

4.2. Running the SWCBF system

Fig. 7 shows the real time, real raw data for our system while monitoring online
network connection. The block A is three-way handshake (SYN, SYN+ACK, ACK
3-steps) and the block B is a suspected to SYN attacks. Fig. 8 presents the SYN
flood attack in SWCBF system.

4.3. Analysing the data from SWCBF system

In our system, we find a large attacks and other interesting information. In
Fig. reffig09, block B shows a continuous generated RST packet at source IP 25
port, which might be a signal of possible internet security problem [22]. Therefore,
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Fig. 8. The SYN flood attack in SWCBF system.

Fig. 9. The SYN flood attack in SWCBF system.

we take a closer look on source IP 25 port, including SYN flood and RST detection.
Some distinct possible malware packets are found as Fig. 10. When a special IP is
found with a RST flooding attack, we consider it as a TCP reset attacks in general.
And obviously, the flooding attack in Fig. 10 has a specific source port (25), which
allows us to dig on the attack mechanism further and understand various kinds of
internet security issues.

5. Conclusions and future work

In this paper, we have proposed a novel algorithm for bloom filter counter which
can calculate the number of flows present in the network traffic over sliding windows
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Fig. 10. The Special SYN flood attacks for port 25 in SWCBF.

in an effective way. Our system can not only monitor continuously but be queried
constantly and not sacrificing the accuracy. Compared to other algorithms, we have
performed a memory-saving and CPU-saving algorithm, ensuring high performance
with lower costs.

The core of our project is to set a threshold of timeout window to clear old IP.
With the direct bitmaps technique, we can effectively count and hash the index of
latest-detected malware IP, record the attacking time and sent an alert if the attack
is inside the sliding window.

Most of the counter algorithms are conducted for detecting DDoS attacks tar-
geting at the appearance of large and abnormal connection. However, as internet
security issues becoming more widely, different kinds of malicious attacks prosper
over time. In the future, we hope that Bloom filter counter model, the lower cost
counter, can come into use for detecting other attack mechanisms in addition to
DDOS attack. How to identify malicious code not showing a great quantity of flows
such as Trojans, spyware or Zombie computer by bloom filter Time decay detection
model is our future goal.
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